Boeotian Silver, Theban Agio and Bronze Drachmas
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In 1995 C. Grandjean re-edited with copious and learned commentary a well-known account left by the Theban hipparch Pompidas around the mid-second century BC (IG VII 2426). Grandjean has advanced a novel solution to the longstanding problem of the nature and date of the so-called argyrion symmachikon attested in the account; she suggests that the symmachic silver was issued not by one of the better known leagues, alliances or amphictyones of the fourth, third and second centuries, but by the Hellenic alliance that Antigonus Doson constituted in c.224/3 from the old Hellenic league of Philip II and Demetrios Poliorcetes. Whether this ingenious suggestion will hold true, time and perhaps new inscriptions and coins will tell. But two important puzzles remain. First, the account mentions both 'Boeotian' drachmas and argyrion symmachikon, and appears to reckon them interchangeably. While Grandjean has proposed a highly plausible identification of the latter, the 'Boeotian' silver still lacks satisfactory explanation. Second, the account records a purchase of silver, for which Pompidas appears to have been charged agio at the astronomical rate of 25 per cent. This paper proposes a new interpretation of the 'Boeotian' drachmas and argues that the high rate is a mirage.

BOEOTIAN SILVER

Pompidas first declares that he received 2100 Boeotian drachmas from the city (2): λημα το της πολεως Βοιωτοφ ΧΧΗ. The rest of the account is rendered either in bronze or in argyrion symmachikon. Transactions in silver tally without conversion from Boeotian to symmachikon. This prompted the conclusion that the two terms were simply synonyms. But the conclusion,

---

Bousquet observed that Pompidas’ initial allotment of 2100 drachmas is half an Aeginetan talent and that Pompidas paid his cavalrymen in multiples of 35 or 70, i.e. in Aeginetan half-minas and minas. So Bousquet concluded, ‘Il semble bien que béotien = symmachique = ancien étalon éginétique, selon lequel 70 dr. éginétiques = 100 dr. attiques’. 5 The impasse is serious. Grandjean has demonstrated that the argyron symmachikon was struck not on the ‘ancien étalon éginétique’, but on a reduced Aeginetan standard, which we know was issued at five-sixths the weight of the full Aeginetan. 6 Bousquet’s conclusion cannot be correct, but his observations cannot be disputed. How are we to reconcile the two?

Giovannini’s suggestion points the way. It is possible that Boeotian and symmachikon were neither synonyms, nor sub-set and set, but that one was a means of measuring the other. Pompidas paid his men in argyron symmachikon. 7 But, as Bousquet has observed, payments were disbursed in Aeginetan half-minas and minas. On one efficient solution payments to cavalrymen in argyron symmachikon were simply weighed out in Boeotian drachmas, that is, on the standard that had been the default in Boeotia for centuries, the Aeginetan. This, I suggest, is the meaning of ‘Boeotian drachmas; the term flagged local convention. 8

But the introduction of a new standard for striking coin need not have entailed the demise of the old weight-standard. Locally, argyron symmachikon was overvalued, much as the early Attalid cistophoroi, 8 with which the symmächikos coinage was roughly contemporary. 9 Overvaluation requires an anchor. Just as cistophoroi were overvalued by weight against the Attic tetradrachm, so must the symmachic drachma have been against a drachma on the traditional Aeginetan standard. Once Pompidas and his men rode outside the area in which the overvaluation enjoyed force of law, they would have been left holding sacks of lightweight coin. Thus the new, lighter coin could in some circumstances have been viewed as bringing a massive pay-cut. And this might have been undesirable to all parties. The men will have wanted to keep their money and the state its men.

We must assume that the cavalrymen (A) took this cut or else (B) were compensated with a proportionally greater number of the lighter symmachic coins or (C) continued to receive payment as they always had, in Aeginetan drachmas. 10 B and C amount to the same pay. The last (C) would have introduced no changes to accounting, and so may have been especially attractive. Republican Rome furnishes an analogous episode: Pliny the Elder noted that Roman soldiers continued to be paid in denarii that were accounted at 10 asses, even after the denarius was retariffed at 16. 11 The date and purpose of this reform have been debated for decades, 12 but one feature of the episode enjoys broad scholarly consensus. It had been convention to reckon military pay in asses. Thus, rather than alter book-keeping practice, the state continued to pay soldiers the same amount of silver, and continued to reckon fractions of it in tens. The old as became extinct, fossilized as a unit of account in reckoning stipendium. [T]he state took care that the soldiers did not suffer a reduction in pay as a result of the monetary reform. 13 I suggest that Thbes acted in analogous fashion, weighing out payment to Attaile monetary policy, see also: R. Baslauff, ‘Cistophoric countermarks and the monetary system of Eumenes II’, NC 1990, pp. 39-65.


Now expressed in weight, not number — we do not know whether payment ever had been made in number.


12 Thomsen, Classica et Mediaevalia Francisco Blatt, p. 202 and n. 38 with references.


13 I know no parallel for ‘Boeotian’ drachmas, but ‘local’ drachmas are known elsewhere, Didyma: 1. Didyma 471,5-9: Αρδευον θεον τι Καλλικράτης ἤσυρξεν... et ἠτερευκτικόν ἐποίησαν... ibid.: K. J. Rignby, Asylia: Territorial Insitability in the Hellenistic World (Berkeley, 1996) no. 86.20 with n. on p. 215. Local bronze IG XII 161.20: ἀργυροῖς ἀθήνηκοι καὶ ἀλεξανδρέων δοκίμοι καὶ ἕλικοι επιχωρίοι – – ἀριθμός ἐν ἑτάμην. 162.16: ἀργυρῶν ἀθήνηκοι καὶ ἀλεξανδρέων δοκίμοι καὶ ἕλικοι επιχωρίοι ὑπ' εἰκοσιτίμοις. SEG XLIV 949.79: ἐπιχωρίοι δραχμᾶς ἐν ἑτάμην 91: ἐπιχωρίοι δραχμᾶς δακτύλιοι. 101: ἐπιχωρίοι δραχμάς ἕλικοι ὑπ' ἑκάτατοι. Perhaps include IASS 78.3-4: χρήματα πλὴν τοῦ περιεχόμενον [---] καὶ τοῦ εἰκοσιτιμοῦ. ---.---.---.
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cavalrymen on the traditional standard after the reduction in weight was imposed on the drachma-coin. If Pompidias' men were paid by weight not number of symmachic drachmas, then we have a unified theory that accommodates both Grandjean's undisputed thesis and Bousquet's indisputable observations.

Moreover, we would have a scenario that is broadly consistent with ancient monetary and metrological practice. Standards on which cities struck coins tended to vary over time, but local weight-standards, by which things were measured, tended to be more conservative and long-lived, with the result that many cities struck coins on one (or multiple) standards and weighed things on another. If this suggestion is accepted, then even after Thebes ceased to use coins struck on the Aeginetan standard its hipparchs still paid the troops in multiples and fractions of the old Aeginetan mina. While the sacks of coins delivered to the men no doubt contained weighed on the Aeginetan the similarities to extend to other aspects of circulation as well. In bimetallic systems acceptable for most transactions, but not for some parties, particularly recipients of standing state payments. The sacks of coins delivered to the men no doubt contained weighed on the Aeginetan the similarities to extend to other aspects of circulation as well. In bimetallic systems, were acceptable for most transactions, but not for some parties, particularly recipients of standing state payments.

Overvalued silver coins were similar to fully fiduciary bronze, insofar as both experienced similar constraints on circulation, enjoying full strength locally, but not outside the issuing authority's sphere of legal competence. We might expect the similarities to extend to other aspects of circulation as well. In bimetallic systems of silver and fiduciary bronze some transactions called for one metal and some for the other; the fiduciary bronze was not acceptable for every transaction. Such a division may have obtained with overvalued silver coins, which were acceptable for most transactions, but not for some parties, particularly recipients of standing state payments. Some payees might have preferred to take payment weighed out on the old standard rather than in numbers of new, lighter coins. A cavalryman who had been accustomed to receive, say, 140 drachmas would only be content, after the introduction of the new reduced standard, to receive 140 of the lighter drachmas if he intended to spend the money exclusively in local markets. Just as bronze suited some situations and silver others, so payment in numbers of light silver coin suited some and payment in full weight others.

THEBAN AGIO AND BRONZE DRACHMAS

Wilamowitz more than a century ago added the account as evidence for agio in the amount of 25 per cent. Subsequent commentators have followed suit. 'Agio at 25 per cent is staggering by ancient standards. In the Hellenistic period, outside Egypt, agio hovered around one-twentieth to one-fourteenth, roughly what we would call 5–7 per cent. 'Agio that is four to five times higher than the most commonly attested rates warrants explanation. 'The general financial disorganization which prevailed at this time in Boeotia' will not do.

Pompidias' account reports that he paid Kaphisodoros 137 drachmas 3 obols in bronze for 110 drachmas of silver. In order to calculate the rate of agio we must know the notion relationship between the silver and bronze drachmas. Wilamowitz and Head assumed that the bronze was pegged to silver at a ratio of one-to-one. Grandjean supports their case with the observation that 'the drachmes de bronze sont comptees avec les drachmes d'argent dans les totaux des recettes, des dépenses et du solde (I. 6–7 et I. 16–19). This is beyond dispute. But to which silver drachma was the bronze equivalent? Was it the Aeginetan (purely a measure of weight) or the symmachic drachma (the drachma-coin struck on a reduced Aeginetan standard)?

Most probably the silver drachma was pegged at one-to-one to the symmachic drachma, alongside which it circulated. Thus, since six drachmas of agyron
Pompidas' payment of 137 drachmas 3 obols in bronze for bronze drachmas. The difference, five bronze drachmas three obols, was bronze drachmas were also 'worth' five Aeginetan Kaphisodoros' commission, or agio. He charged one bronze drachma per 20 drachmas of argyrion symmachikon, or what we would call five percent. The fee is precisely in line with the majority of attested rates in the Hellenistic period. Thus Wilamowitz was right to think that the bronze drachma was pegged to the silver at one-to-one. But that drachma was, accordingly, the high evidence takes its place. reduced Aeginetan standard. When Pompidas' purchase of silver is recalculated accordingly, the high agio disappears and a rate that is consistent with the ancient evidence takes its place.

Another detail of the account becomes similarly clear. At 5:6 a mina (Aeginetan) of silver, 70 drachmas, was worth 84 drachmas of bronze. It is, therefore, conspicuous that Pompidas recorded the sale of two horses for 85 and 86 drachmas of bronze. Perhaps the horses were sold to the highest bidder, with bids commencing at even minas. Perhaps bidding proceeded in one-drachma steps, or was simply tight. The coincidence is striking. If the drachma of argyrion symmachikon was related to the bronze by a ratio of 5:6 then we have not only credible agio, but also a rationale behind the prices paid for the horses.

Around the time Pompidas rendered his account local monetary policy had undergone two significant changes. Silver coins were no longer being struck on the Aeginetan standard, but on a new standard, at a reduction in weight by one-sixth. And a new bronze coinage was introduced into circulation in Boeotia. Reasons for weight-reduction or the introduction of bronze coinage could be many and similar. We do not know the reasons for the two changes, but their impact can be seen even in this single account. Bronze and symmachic silver circulated at the same face value, but some occasions called for one over the other. Pompidas could sell a couple of (used?) cavalry mounts for bronze but if he had to purchase, say, five new ones, he may well have had to pay in silver. And as concerns storage of wealth it may have been preferable to convert excess bronze to silver when possible, especially if fluctuation in the exchange market could be used to one's advantage. Perhaps this explains Pompidas' conversion of the surplus bronze to silver. He ended the year so comfortably in the black (18–19) that it is hard to believe that he needed to convert. And one-twentieth is at the low end of attested rates for agio; perhaps he took advantage of a bargain.

Finally, Pompidas' men might have preferred payment in weight, not number of coins. Some transactions called for bronze and others silver. Some called for a number of light silver coins and others weight.

Thus, I suggest, the bronze drachmas and argyrion symmachikon of IG VII 2426 were related to each other by a ratio of 1:1, but both were related to silver bullion, weighed in Aeginetan drachmas, by a ratio to 5:6. This gives a reasonable agio and a rational monetary policy.

In an agio-free environment a sack of argyrion symmachikon that weighed 110 Aeginetan drachmas carried 132 drachmas of argyrion symmachikon and cost 132 drachmas of bronze. But Kaphisodoros' table was not such an environment, and he charged one bronze drachma for every twenty drachmas of silver that he changed. At his table 110 Aeginetan drachmas cost 137 bronze drachmas 3 obols. It is possible that Boeotia was in such disarray that ruthless Theban money-changers were able to gouge the military machine when it needed to change bronze for silver, charging four to five times the rate we would expect. Economies crumble; businessmen take advantage. But known monetary reform at the time, namely the introduction of both an overvalued silver drachma and a bronze currency, suggests that this transaction was not so dramatic, that private enterprise was not preying on a weakened state, and that the rate of agio was not an outrageous 25 percent but a reasonable five.

The Denarius of Septimius Severus and the Mobility of Roman Coin: A Reply

CHRISTOPHER HOWGEGO

In NC 2001 Duncan-Jones published useful new work on Roman coin circulation. He demonstrated that there was a marked tendency for the later and heavier silver denarius of Septimius Severus (from AD 198 to 211 at Rome) to be withdrawn during the course of the third century relative to the earlier and lighter ones (of AD 193–8 at Rome). He shows that the earlier and later eastern issues of Septimius Severus also behaved in the same way. This provides an interesting...